Aaron Copland

Recent additions to the Boosey & Hawkes catalogue

Four Early Songs - a fascinating insight into the musical thoughts of the young Copland. Written when he was eighteen years old, the first three songs are settings of poems by Aaron Schaffer, who described the music as having “sudden changes of key and occasional discords a la Debussy and Ravel”. The fourth song, Alone, was written some years later (1922) while Copland was studying with Nadia Boulanger in Paris.

8605 Four Early Songs (Voice and Piano) £ 3.75

Movement for String Quartet - also from the Boulanger years. This pocket score of the 4 ½ minute work includes a helpful and informative introduction by its dedicatee Vivian Perlis, together with editorial suggestions by the Alexander String Quartet who gave the world premiere in October 1984.

8774 Movement for String Quartet (HPS 1126) £ 3.50

Ceremonial Music - a useful new pocket score containing some of Copland’s best known music commissioned for special occasions: titles include Fanfare for the Common Man (1942), Jubilee Variation (1945), Prelude for a Solemn Occasion (1949), Ceremonial Fanfare (1969) and Inaugural Fanfare (1969).

8773 Ceremonial Music (HPS 1125) £ 7.95

Sonata for Clarinet and Piano - a transcription of the Sonata for Violin and Piano of 1942-43 which Copland wrote in memory of his friend Harry H. Dunham who was killed in action in the South Pacific in 1943. The original work has here been transposed down a major third to exploit the clarinet’s rich chalumeau register.

8518 Sonata for Clarinet and Piano £ 4.95

For further information about Boosey and Hawkes’ extensive Copland catalogue, please contact the Marketing Department at the address below.

Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
The Hyde, Edgware Road, London NW9 6JN. Tel: 081-205 3861
Virgil Thomson

Selected Works

Thirty-two Portraits for Piano (1929-82)
Portraits for Orchestra (1982)
Fugues and Cantilenas (1959)
Third Symphony (arr. 1972 from String Quartet No.2)
Ballet from the opera Lord Byron (1966-8)
Crossing Brooklyn Ferry (1957 arr. 1961)
for mixed chorus and piano or orchestra.
Sonata for Violin and Piano (1930)

Don’t treat its owner the same way.

It’s all too easy for a professional musician to end up feeling like a Strad on a scrap heap. Illness or sheer misfortune can ruin a life dedicated to giving pleasure to others through music.

For nearly 70 years we’ve been helping needy musicians and their families. A donation to the Fund, or even better a legacy, is a far more profound expression of musical appreciation than mere applause.

Please send a donation, large or small, to:

MUSICIANS BENEVOLENT FUND
Patron: HM The Queen
16 Ogle Street, London W1P 7LG.
(Registered Charity 228069)
Recent issues (1988—90) include:

165: René Leibowitz contra Boulez (Reinhard Kapp); Willi Reich's Webern (Kathryn Bailey); Leopold Spinner (Regina Busch); Ernst Roth (George Newman); Shaw on Goldschmidt's Cenci; Warnaby on Birtwistle; LeFanu on Boulez and Stockhausen, MacDonald on Busoni.

166: Britten's and Tippett's Word-Setting (Docherty); Barry Anderson 1935—1987 (Montague); Britten's The Rehearsal (Foreman); Imogen Holst (Tinker); Hoist and India (III)(Head). Barrett on Stockhausen's Montag, MacDonald on Ronald Stevenson, Smith on British Composers' Letters.

167: Elliott Carter at 80 (Schiff); Carter in Conversation with Raffaele Pozi; Sir William Glock at 80 (Heyworth, Drew); 'Nixon in China' (Adams, Porter); Connolly on Havergal Brian, Foreman on British piano music, Long on Nordic Music Days.

168: A Short History of Tempo (I); The Music of Alfred Schnittke (Moody, Rice). Conversations in Leningrad 1988 (Polin); Gorecki's Third Symphony (Mellers); Gorecki in Interview; Ligeti's Chamber Concerto (Scary); Final Update to Dorati worklist; Mann on Weill; Walsh on Kurtág; Hayes on Bernstein; Bradshaw on Pärt.

169: A Short History of Tempo (II); Unpublished Bouleziana in Bask (Edwards); Performer Indeterminacy in Boulez's Sonata No. 3 (Harbison); Britten's Now Sleep the Crimson Petal (Mitchell); Malcolm Lipkin's Recent Music (Headington); Bachianas Brasilieras (Round); Villa-Lobos in Israel (Peppard); Durko's Piano Concerto (Hill).

170: A Short History of Tempo (III); Interview with Lutoslawski; Peter Schif совместно; Robert Simpson's Ninth Symphony (Pike); Jean Wiener (Mellers); Mival on Der Meister und Margarita; Miller on Lloyd's Third Symphony; Burns on Roger Smalley; MacDonald on Miskovsky; Busoni, Zemlinsky, and Sorabji.

171: A Short History of Tempo (IV); The Training of Young Composers (Duchen); Vagn Holmboe - Quartet Composer at Work (Finney); John Ireland and English Song 1901—13 (Docherty). Osborne on Stockhausen, Murray on Gubaidulina, Barrett on James Clapperton, Diedman on Pipper, Rickards on Truscott, Baxter on Ullman; British composer biographies.

172: Steve Reich's Different Trains (Fox); Britten's Piano Concerto - the original version (Rosenbery); James Wood's Stochastics and Opium (Warnaby); Rickards on Holmboe's Twelfth Symphony; Hayes, Mackay on Maxwell Davies's Stennadlyd Concerto; Montague on Torke's Rue; Sanson on Dantons Tod.

173: Soviet Issue - Leningrad 1931 (Goldschmidt); Rodsaves (McBuney); Shostakovich (Huband); The Anti-Formalist Rayok (Lebedinsky, MacDonald); Filipp Herschkowitz (Smithov, Suslin, McBuney, Drew); Giya Kancheli (Moody); Interview with Khrennikov; Novellas by Karetnikov.

174: Berthold Goldschmidt's String Quartets (Struck); The Music of Brian Elias (McBuney); Gallagher on Clarissa. Schiff on Carter's Violin Concerto, Jungheinrich on Schenowitz's Pames, Toop on new music in Australia, Simpson on The Gothic, Rickards on Paavo Heininen.
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